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Howie Good

Broken in Three Places
Somehow we were always expecting something like this, a strange wind off the
Atlantic, moaning and cursing and full of old hurts, tearing the shingles from roofs
and slamming birds against windows, threatening to fling us, too, into another country,
where there are roadblocks and random document checks and coked-up child soldiers
with machine guns cradled in their skinny arms, and still it comes as a shock, so
many people given a kick and a shove and warned to move on, a pretty crappy way to
die, when we might have just stayed together under a green tent of leaves.
&
Any storm this terrible used to be given a woman’s name. People got the idea from
high-profile celebrities who hanged themselves. We’re constantly searching for our
reflections in the abyss of popular culture. Who do we want to be? It could be two
people in love. It could be two people fighting. The shape could be a body. Some
could even look like crowns, if only by coincidence. We're looking at every option
we can to begin to understand what’s happening. The wind is expressed by wavy
lines, and the oncoming catastrophe by shadows miming the fury of black-winged
archangels.
&
Have you ever been in the shower when there was an earthquake? Dated a relative
by accident? Wanted to eat toothpaste? Ripped off your pants while dancing? A
lot of things happened yesterday. You know they happened, but don’t necessarily
know the details. Mannequin arms that a buddy gave me. Heads that look like
pumpkins collapsed and rotting in a field. Two ghosts discussing invisibility in
front of a mirror. I see them every day. I can’t keep doing that. It’s scary, and it’s
messy, the buckets there on the floor failing to catch all the falling drops of rain.
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Cannibal Snacks
A banner stretching across the building’s exterior says, “What’s Shakin’.” You aren’t
sure how that should be read, as a description or a question. There’s only one way
to find out. You enter through an unmarked door, walk down a long, dim hallway
and up a set of stairs into an area filled with bad smells and loud noise. If you’re
going to be stranded somewhere, this may not be the best place. The caregivers
take frequent breaks to look out the large windows. It isn’t safe or legal, but they’re
Americans and believe they can do whatever they want.
&
About 5 in the morning, while most of the passengers were still asleep, the train
barreled across the border between the sacred and the profane. My carryall bag on
the overhead rack contained an entire set of ant-dreams in polished amber. Spies
lurked everywhere. I would shake them by the time I met my contact, who was
posing as a nanny, some days later. We were standing in a playground beside a tree
whose palm-sized fruit the children pretended were bombs. At one point I forgot
the word “cremated” and had to ask her, “What’s it called – incinerating the body?”
&
Jack Kerouac slept with merchant seamen. William Burroughs wouldn’t remove
his hat. When he stared at something for a long time, his eyes took on the vertical
pupils of a reptile. The two men discussed biblical prophecies in hallucinatory
language and then ran amuck in an all-night food mart, slaves to junk food. It was
scary how much they packed in. Someone recently asked if I had tried to speak to
them. I said I wasn’t there. I hadn’t been born yet. Many years would go by before
anyone would realize that among the 20 most common passwords is “trustno1.”
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Toti O’Brien

Inferno
Stairs, and the three of them. That’s all.
Mostly stairs. I could say I hate them
but I won’t, first because I am meek and
then because it isn’t their fault. They
are what they are—stairs. Don’t do it
on purpose. I mean, wearing me down.
And up. Up and down, three stories.
Or four if I count ground level, where
I sleep—so to speak. Well, I do in small
installments. They feed every two hours,
like babies, so I take hour-long naps and
the rest… it takes me forever, forever,
to roam those freaking ramps. My commute eats up half of my breaks, believe
it or not.
If a hare and a turtle race, who wins?
No one, bro. I can tell because I AM the
turtle. The round trip is sixty minutes—
no kidding—up and down these steps of
hell.
Half an hour to the bottom, carrying three full bowls with my two poor
hands. On a tray, correct. Still, I would
need a third paw to steady myself, palm
against the retaining wall. I don’t have
it therefore I hesitate, hesitate, my foot
grasping the ground (the rock of which
these steps are made) like a suction cup.
The other foot does the same but there
is a gap in the middle, the awful moment
when a side of me is left without foundation, unbalanced.

How I wish I could creep seated on
my bottom, leisurely sliding, thump,
thump… Wearing a pair of lederhosen
—do you recall? Bavarian attire for
Oktoberfest… Then I could impudently
drag my keister on stone, at least for a
while. And of course, on the tray there
would be beer steins, foaming…
Stop!
Sorry… Inadvertently I have raised
my voice. No, you didn’t hear me. You
can’t.
***
What is in the bowls?
Not sure. It comes packaged.
Cardboard boxes, mid-size, no label but
with a green band covering, I’d say, two
thirds of the outside. Dark green. Forest?
The shade of youngish fir trees… Kind of
a soothing tint but also a bit dusty, bit sad.
Anyway, it is a sort of brand, I guess. Sort
of signifies something, not completely
neutral, generic like—I mean—‘box’ or
‘food’. The green band conveys something,
a sense of design.
I mean plan. As if there were still
someone out there, with a plan. That of
course there is, because things arrive.
They are delivered, yes, with perfect
punctuality. We never run out. Only,
6
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I think that the green is fading, but it
could be my impression. Matter of repetition—seeing these over and over creates… expectation? Even if I don’t care.
Why would I?
No, I don’t keep them. The old boxes?
No, no. Imagine. Could you picture the
pile at this point? I slit them on the side
as per original instructions. I fold and I
flatten them, then I lay them out of the
door. They are retrieved when new ones
are brought. They are recycled.
Isn’t everything?
I can’t tell if the green has faded.
Maybe I only apprehend it. I am afraid it
might, one day. Do I have to look ahead,
though? Tell the future? Come on. I have
enough to do with these freaking stairs.
Do not get me wrong. I am not tired.
My legs are. My feet scared, hesitating.

when I was appointed. Of course I got
the whole set, the complete formation.
They wouldn’t have hired me full-time
for an incomplete hive. How do I know
they have different rates of seniority,
then? It is evident. That’s the way it
goes, bud. They pile up, like newspaper.
Isn’t it quite obvious? They superimpose. They just… sediment. Isn’t it how
it goes? You can definitely appreciate
the chronological shift. It leaves traces.
Yes, they age. It is subtle. You see, they
become more… ritual.
I was telling you about the gap, the
chasm I cannot define that sets them
apart—though I could swear they are
related—and is neither due to living in
separate quarters like three timid bachelors, nor to some vague age-factor…
What is the chasm about? Don’t know.
I guess I haven’t seen anyone, before, so
darn LONELY. Not the kind of lonely
you are thinking about. Forget it. This
is something else.
Sorry! Inadvertently I have raised
my voice and it came out—shoot, this
is hilarious. It came out like a croak. Oh,
well.
I AM NOT LONELY. Bored, perhaps.
Luckily these steps thrill me all day, all
night, around the clock. I know sooner
or later I’ll collapse face forward, splattered like a ragbag in a pool of mud constellated with china shards—like islands,
like sinking ships…

***
They look kind of alike. Definitely
familiar. To me? Well, of course, but
familiar wouldn’t be the right word.
Should I say monotonous?
They look similar to each other, I
meant, in spite of the gap, the big hiatus—
how can I describe it? It is not spatial, no.
I told you what’s between them—just a
ramp of stairs, pretty long and for me a
total Odyssey, but that is because of my
legs. My age, all right. Anyway, they are
only one story apart, just like neighbors
in an apartment building. Distance is
not what divides them, not really.
Time doesn’t either. Yes, they arrived
at different moments. They were here

***
What is in the bowls?
7
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I told you. No, I didn’t. It is powdered
and it comes in satchels. Simple ones,
white. No brand, logo, nothing. Bit depressing. That’s why the green of the
boxes—you understand—becomes kind
of crucial. A barrier, I mean, against
whiteness—total
non-descript—the
satchels, so neat.
No ingredient list. Of course the
same quantity. Identical. Color? Rust
or brown. The shade slightly changes, in fact, which makes it more… natural. Rust like—not sure. Cinnamon?
Turmeric? Saffron. Smell extremely
faint, yet peculiar. I didn’t like it at first.
Sort of in-between. Herbal, earthy, but
then slightly medicinal. Chemical. I
mean artificial.
Didn’t I say natural? Yes, the color.
The smell, sort of in-between. As if disinfected? Preservatives added. Taste?
Do I eat the stuff ?

tray, not the bowls, correct. Except for
when I handle them to my tenants.
Off-white, patterned blue. Not like
those Dutch fineries you are thinking
about. Lighter blue. How can I describe
it? More kitchen-y. A bit different for
each bowl (so I know which is whose).
I have nailed it!
Listen up. That is one thing I know
about the chasm, the ravine, the abysm
between them. Their eyes don’t look
alike. His—I’m talking about the first
floor inhabitant, counting downwards of
course—are brown. Those of the second
one are muddy, color of latte, because
BLUE has started sipping in, diluting
them. The eyes of the third chap are
blue.
Not like those Dutch porcelains you
can see on museum shelves. Not this
tame azure, either, decorating the bowls.
It’s a watery blue, polluted and dirty.
Artificial? Remote yet not airy. Deep,
without any texture. Deep, because it is
buried.

***
I
DON’T

***
***

They keep busy—that’s why they
feed every two hours. Never, ever they
stop doing what they are doing, which is
Wait.
I have nailed it. This is where the difference lies. The unbridgeable fracture.
Wait.
Down there—level three counting
from the top, three underground, at the
very bottom—he is fixing a cabinet.
Outside. There’s no inside. Outside is

Lose my balance. All-splattered on
gravel, waking up with cheeks soaked in
soupy mess slowly spreading, drawing
a geography of rivers, ponds, lakes and
seas among pebbles. Shards of china—
remains of the bowls, way too fragile…
They are old style. Tall, thick-lipped
and ribbed on the outside—which is
cute, pleasant to the touch. I hold the
8
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where they dwell. It’s sufficiently enclosed.
Couldn’t do more intimate.
He is wearing belted black pants. A
bit overdressed? Just his style. Never
casual. But simple. He has a button-down
shirt, no tie, frayed collar and cuffs. And
who cares? He has rolled up his sleeves
anyway. Ding! A pair of cufflinks has
fallen on gravel. They are oval, silver
and filigreed. He has stared at them for
a second, then he has diverted his eyes.
Since, he has focused on his task, repairing the old cabinet that keeps falling apart. Oh my, those thin boards are
rotten and hardware is missing. He has
gathered bolts, screws, nails, washers,
hinges of many sizes on a leaf, now totally crumpled. He meticulously keeps
those bits in good order. He has a couple of tools, for sure insufficient, but he
has developed incredible skills with an
overgrown, deadly sharp, extra tough
fingernail.
True, the cabinet once must have
been exquisitely wrought. I understand
why he’d be so reluctant to part with it,
let it decompose.
It isn’t a cabinet. Is a miniature desk
with shelves and compartments—yes,
cabinet-like but a desk with a secret
drawer, very slim, that pops out when
you push a button. He sticks his meager
wrist, his long emaciated fingers into a
narrow slit. He is skin and bones, the
chap of floor three, yet the slit is small
for his hand… The desk must have been
custom-made, for a child—that is why
the hardware’s so tiny, the wood so thinly
cut, everything so ethereal.

He insists until he reaches the button,
I think, with his overgrown fingernail.
The spring doesn’t work well. He fiddles
and wiggles. When the secret drawer is
out—lined in purple velvet—he adjusts it
with unbelievable patience, filing here and
there, maybe lubricating with… Resin?
Wax? Perhaps honey, or saliva. Or tears.
***
Should three hares and a turtle decide
to race, who would win?
No one.
See, the hares are utterly volatile.
Easily distracted, they leave on a
vacation and that becomes permanent.
They expatriate and then they expatriate
again. We haven’t heard about those
hares ever since.
But the turtle has her own plight.
She sits on a ramp of stairs as we
speak—eyes half-closed, all wrinkles
and frowns—gingerly brushing the lip
of three china bowls with one of her
paws, trying to play a twinkly tune. No
sound comes out, not that we can hear.
***
On the second floor—call it limbo
as it is straight in the middle, upwardly
or downwardly speaking, permanently
sandwiched, unmovable and what-couldbe-worse?
On the second floor the hazel-eyed
tenant (irises color of café-crème) perches
on a very uncomfortable stool while
reading a book.
9
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Well, he fakes it. Most of the time
his gaze leaves the page and he stares
ahead, at the horizon.
There is no horizon. Or a very limited
one.
The book cover is green, but not the
green of the boxes. A frank color—not
sure how it remained intact. Bold and
garish, a color of Christmas, of flag.
Does the man enjoy it? I know he touches
it quite often. Not the color—the cover,
and his fingertips must feel some pleasure.
Maybe his fingertips carry some meaning, as well, to his brain. Does he have
one?
He has a head, same shape as those
of the others. Oval… I said they look
kin. Salt-and-pepper hair and a beard,
for the limbo guy.
Does he have a brain, though? His
eyes keep wandering off. Maybe his
mind is unplugged, so to speak. I don’t
know. Something is uncannily paused in
his stance, eerily contemplative. He is
losing weight, though I am sure he duly
gulps the feed that I bring him. I don’t
deem him capable of…
Here’s the thing. I am misjudging
him. I am misrepresenting him, applying against him an unfair bias. Why? I
have turned sad, and sad makes me bitter. Bitter makes me mean.
The truth is, he is reading. Not only.
Now and then he extracts from his
pocket a pencil (he is wearing a slightly
old-fashioned jacket, beige or tan, still
presentable). Slowly, mindfully—yes, he
has brains... Slowly he clicks the back of
the pencil to push the lead out. I don’t

know where he keeps his supplies or
how substantial they are, but he sure
treats his tool with infinite reverence,
beautiful to behold.
He takes notes on the margins of the
page, I guess. Perhaps between the lines.
He writes with parsimony and intensity.
Discontinuously. When he lifts his eyes
from the page and he looks nowhere, what
does he actually see? I believe he follows
his thoughts like insects, butterflies, bees,
mimicking their sinuous arabesques.
He keeps at his studious task night
and day. Quietly. Are thoughts mute?
Are written lines silent?
Here, they are.
***
Once, I have tasted the feed.
I wasn’t supposed to. Actually, I was
forbidden.
I am supplied with a distinct forage
that comes in a different type of box—
smaller, less rectangular and to be sure
marked with a band of red all around,
like a skirt. It’s a weird kind of red—
as if the brown cardboard had sipped
through, making it murky and dull.
Obviously, much less feed is needed
for me. I am one and I take a meal a day.
It is plenty. Also my stuff is packaged
in satchels, white, but the contents vary.
I can tell the taste of different mixes. I
recognize peas, lentils, beats, carrots, so
forth.
Once, I have opened one of the ‘other’
white bags. With anxiety. I have imagined
they might, they must be counted. I mean
10
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there might be a form of control, a verification… I have feared I’d be caught and
my imprudence might cost me my job.
But I couldn’t resist.
Taste? None and yet addictive. Indelible.
But I am sure the baggies are numbered.

diorama—dollhouse. Need a change of
scenery, I guess.)
He is cooking on a campfire, safely
enclosed by rocks. Did he build the ring
of stones? Maybe so. Like the others
he is evanescent, yet muscular and he
moves with ease.
Not much. Move. Mostly he stirs whatever is simmering inside the humongous
pot that-looks-like-a-cauldron. It could
be a potion, that’s true. He might be an
alchemist.
He isn’t. I know what is making. I
can smell oregano and capers. The acidity of tomatoes cuts the stagnant air
like a blade. More than all, I smell fish. I
smell octopus. Does it have a distinctive
smell?
I smell octopus.
Mostly he stirs, yet not in the mindless fashion of who is taking care of
some routine supper. That is why I mentioned alchemy! He mixes, I’d say, with
a kind of majesty, as if the result of his
efforts held infinite value—matter of
life and death, so to speak.
No, in fact. As if the meal he’s hatching were a gift, a most special present
for someone who were about to come.
Is about to come, but is late.
He has ingredients. I mean spices.
Dabs, zests, immaterial iotas he pinches
between his fingers. He adds sprinkles
based on… smell? Oh no, he never tastes.
Doesn’t possess a spoon, of course. He
stirs with a branch, smooth and elongated. Keeps his spices on leaves, like old
number three does with nuts and bolts.
I have no idea of when the fish, crusta-

***
Now the turtle curls on her side.
I know turtles don’t. They only have
two stances. Either they are on their
four, or they have fallen belly-up and
they frantically shake their paws. They
also can retire in their quarters, stonifying themselves. I know all there is to
know about turtles.
Now the turtle dreams of a newlysprouted lettuce, of its freshness. She
remembers the passage of seasons. She
remembers dew.
Why in hell did she embark on this
freaking race?
***
On the first floor, going down, is the
last arrived.
He is not recent. I have said time
isn’t the matter. He is dark-eyed, his
head shaved. On his left arm an anchor
is tattooed.
(If I fall—when I fall—I will sooner or later—shards of bowls will peer
among mud like islands or ships. I can’t
wait to lay my face in such tiny landscape,
get lost in such distorted perspective—
11
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cean or mollusk got into the recipient.
It must have been there from the start.
How invincibly occupied is the lad
with this long, slow simmering. I would
say I see passion. I won’t.
When I mete out his bowl he halts
momentarily, a vague smile on his lips.
They are all kind, meek, armless. He
stops stirring, pulls the branch out of
the pot, leans on it as if it were a cane,
gulps his ration. Who is he cooking for?
Does he know that nobody is coming?
That the hive is full and the trinity complete? That I, guardian, nurse, dealer,
am his only visitor?
The hive’s full and the trinity complete.
Folks, this is ETERNITY.
Does he know?

12
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Phillip Scott Mandel

i (Another Dawn Breaks Upon My Forehead)
1
To rouse oneself ! The closet: some beast lurks under the hamper, shrouded and
gray-black – cry, oh does she cry! – though stuffed and closeted packed beneath
tomorrow’s headaches and today’s schedule.
The alarm, set yesterday before bed, as a hot cup of earl grey balanced hazardously on your lap and an uncracked paperback – The Power of Now, by Eckhart
Tolle – rested on your other lap, laughably hopeful for seven a.m., now shouts, Get
up, you fool! Get up get up get up!
How self-assured and hopeful, yesterday’s eve, before the crush of another dawn
recalls your sad-sack world.
To rouse oneself out of one’s warm cozy comfortable bed so early, one needs
seven strong hours, and that doesn’t happen anymore these days. Not for three or
four years now. A rut, as they say. The tea, now cold and undrunk, some sloshed
over the cup onto the saucer, and the book, perfectly unopened, rests upon the
upper shelf of an old, hand-restored maple telephone table that serves as your
bedstand. Your olfactory senses are assaulted by the sour, pungent smell. An-teapathy. To your unhappy ears the alarm sounds malevolent and grotesque, a hollow
arrogant buzz followed by a descent of syrupy mellow tones, as though the track
was recorded on an out-of-tune xylophone by an amateur sound tech, drunk as a
poet on payday and burdened by a hateful soul.
What a way to wake up. Fuck you, Apple!
There’s a cloudy sky, perhaps, though the day can stay dark well past dawn come
late autumn. Perfect. A proper atmosphere for your mental state. Halloween tomorrow, though we would all prefer the day would just go away. Your lazy costume last
year: an angry, troubled woman about to commence her fourth decade, no progeny
to speak of, no man to take care of her. Why bother to make a costume anymore?
A baby gurgles. You should open your eyes.
Coos and laughter come from the other part of the room. The closet. A monster.
Underneath the hamper, a volcano of unclean clothes, faded jeans, and rumpled
blouses. Actually, a baby monster.

13
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There are no monsters, of course.
The baby shall always, forever, be dead. No, that’s not exactly correct, the baby
was never born; never even drew a breath, the baby — to even evoke such a word!
— was merely a deluded fallacy of hope for a future that never came to pass. There
are two worlds: that of the mental and that of the body, so says René Descartes;
therefore, the baby, as a human, only occurred, conceptually, on the plane of thought — your thoughts, and the thoughts of he whose name shall not be conjured
— and any other asshole he blabbed off to at a bar or football game (for he cannot
hold even a baby allotment of alcohol). But as to the so-called “real world,” that you
can touch, feel, taste, hear, see, but never know — the “baby” was no more than a
mass of stem cells, a jejune mushroom, unaware. How sad, to be never known, not
by grandparents or parents, brothers and aunts and uncles, to never go to school
or eat a brown paper bag lunch. Does such a clump ache to be born? How undeserved, how unjust, only be vacuumed up and washed away, trashed. What a cruel and
vengeful god you are!
Bush says the war on terror goes well. He says the term “war on terror” won’t
just be a metaphor, but an actual call to arms, much as when the U.S. fought Germany and Japan. Who does he speak for? For whom does he speak? Does he really
expect to dupe everyone? Your war gets waged every day on every front across
your head. Eckhart Tolle says to stress the present moment. What drama, you drama queen. Just get up. Please. Please just get up.
Oh, everyone hates me.
How do you know what Eckhart Tolle says? You haven’t even cracked the second page!
Oh, but you’re so well-read. You’re so smart. No, not smart. Just, educated. Barely. Laughably so. College degree. Post-college degree. You’re slender and have
fucked a lot of men. But so ugly. Button nose perky breasts slender frame, and a
wonky eye that won’t open all the way.
The Darkness pants and yawns; that means he’s hungry. He wants breakfast.
Can make breakfast, no problem.
Can make breakfast, not so hard.
Can make breakfast for The Darkness and put on the leash and take a walk up
the street and back and make breakfast for yourself. Scrambled eggs, buttered toast,
hot strong coffee. Oh, doesn’t that sound tasty? But to do so: you must get up.
You’re not even sleepy anymore. No lethargy.
Your stomach does not hurt. Your head does not hurt. You told everyone you’re
unwell, but you know you’re okay.
For the present moment, cradle The Darkness between your arms. He’s gone
back to sleep because he knows your schedule. Feel the soft fur on your palms. A
14
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warm body, a hefty lump of hot coals under the blankets. Well, he can be allowed
to sleep; surely you can sleep for another hour. Just one hour.
Try unsuccessfully to pry your head out of the stupor-sleep. No new messages,
thank god. Nobody frets, full of worry about you today, nobody begs to connect.
Fry an egg. Make coffee. Take your meds. Two tablets. Water.
Just do your job, goddamn! Please!
Feed The Darkness. He’s hungry, you can tell from those ravenous round brown eyes.
Were people truly concerned about your welfare they would call you, they would
text. The baby shall forever be dead. The cluster of stem cells. The theory of your
happy future, proved wrong by your own endeavor. The baby shall always be unborn.
Joy and sadness are merely two surfaces of the same Janus-faced copper currency. But everyone needs balance, or humans would lose the already-tenuous grasp
on reason they barely have. Rose-colored glasses, eh?
Unfortunately, the war on terror does not, actually, go well. You don’t bother
to read the news anymore. Unspeakable savagery. Why even wake up? Men constantly fall, wounded from battle, a body destroyed, a boy’s leg thrashed apart by
exploded land bombs, women raped and tortured. Gassed, for fuck’s sake. What a
fucked up world we occupy; the present moment, Mr. Tolle, sucks ass. The nature
of human truth. What a gas. And here your detestable cerebral cortex can only
obsess over yourself, your scarred body, your wonky eye, perhaps you ought to dye
those long brown tresses blonde. How utterly banal. What a waste. The Darkness
does not care about the war on terror, nor the color of your bangs. He cares only
to eat breakfast and supper, to shuffle around the block and contemplate what other
dogs have made the same journey, who out there pees on the favored spots (the
lavender rhododendron bush, the smelly red hydrant, the cracked cement curb), he
cares about a leash, a squat (a human servant always there to scoop the excrement)
to pee and run around for however long he can. Does he get sad, too? Does he feel
lonely?
Half-hour to get up, or you’ll be late to work. Cannot really afford to be late to
work once more. They may let you go. Removal from payroll. Health care gone.
And just last year, they promoted you, the dumb fucks!
A scar. Always a scar, the future: say no, say yes, say, a SCAR.
They can’t let you go.
You’re by far the best worker on the team. They all hate you at work. Rest assured, assholes, you are all hated back just as hard. They are dumb. Jenny, the gadfly, tells
corny jokes and she can barely type. She uses the Papyrus font for all of her documents, the moron. Vlad creeps everyone out and constantly flashes a set of yellow,
lecherous teeth. Someone should just tell human resources about how he harasses
15
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all the women on our floor. But then you’ll get blamed as a bunch of gabby rats. Raj
reeks of BO, and he chews those nasty red betel nuts all day. He needs to go. Small
Paul, oh he’s small. He hates you now, you know.
Must get up.
No, one more snooze.
The Darkness wakens — probably from your rocket-launcher snores — and the
wet long tongue slurps your cheeks and eyeballs and forehead and nose and eyebrows and the furry butt wags; he’s happy because he has awoken another day, noon
sun through the glass between the shades, there appears no sadness or dejected
thoughts, just: food, walk, poop, water, food, walk, play, poop, ball, water, sleep,
lay, yawn, food, walk yawn poop water food walk food — the talent to forever be
present makes you jealous; to have that outlook on the world! Eckhart, you fucker,
your archetypal reader walks on four legs! Why don’t you know that? Don’t you
have a PR team?
Oh, how sweet, to waken on a day and not be assaulted by fear and regret.
But rather, every day awash upon regret. What does regret do for you? Yet your
regret encompasses your theory of yourself. Regret the move. Regret the job. Of course regret the pregnancy. And regret the forced removal of the baby-non-baby. Regret
Ryan. You loved Ryan. You don’t remember? You were a fool to trust that handsome
face. But Ryan loved you. Could there be a world where you never met? Would that
be better, now? Would that have been better, then? He told you he loved you, and you
trusted that handsome face. He sanded down that telephone table, sealed by a thousand
coats of polyurethane. A graceful man whose mouth was full of verbose charm and
face of stubble, how could he pretend for so long? No, he loved you, that much you can
be sure of, even though the rest of the world cannot be proven. You loved each other,
for a few years. So, so what, he fucked another woman. Two women. That’s normal. People screw around on each other every day. The world was constructed upon a bed of
fraud by cheats and scoundrels. What’s that George Bush says? WMD’s. There are no
WMD’s. Everybody knows that. Or maybe there are. Who cares.
Regret the world. Regret your powerlessness. Can you make any changes?
Everyone suffers. Make breakfast. You’re helpless. You cannot see clearly.
The Darkness wants breakfast.
Pour a goddamn bowl of food! Make yourself food.
Confess: your stomach no longer rumbles; no longer feels hunger. How about
you see the world through rose-colored glasses: that’s not bad, actually, to no longer feel constant hunger, huh? Helps you keep a narrow shape. To attract men, you
must be lean and not too muscular. Allow men to buy you a beer. Hold the door,
say please and thank you, show teeth and bury crow’s feet under pounds of makeup
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and eye cream. He treats you to a bad second date, hot fatty breath and the whole
meal those lecherous eyes gaze up at the TV to watch sports, and then he expects
a perfectly shaved body and raucous sex. Fuck that.
Aunt Edna has MS. And yet, to call yourself a slut, to feel bad about yourself;
nobody cares anymore, sleep around all you want! And she has to battle MS every
day. To be such an ass as you, a self-centered lout.
Make breakfast.
Go to work today. Do not not work from home and tell them you’ll work from
home because they know you sleep all day. Not even weary, though your thoughts
enervate you. No, your job enervates you.
Get up. Be a career-woman!
Edna has trouble when she walks. She uses a cane, she’s only forty-seven. And
you’re tangled underneath the sheets. Edna would love such a luxury. She would
enjoy your agony, easy as a can of beans.
Speak but not spoken for.
Every summer you used to go to sleep-away camp. You swam, dove off the
low board, learned archery, rode horses, weaved lanyards. Lakewater and tangled
seaweed, stolen pecks on the top bunk, smelly feet and smelly boys, hugs and held
hands. What a way to grow up, and yet very often, Kelly calls you and sobs, both of
you sob, two daughters connected by melancholy, both alone and sad except she’s
got a husband and two teenagers who won’t keep out of trouble.
Get up.
Bobby broke the left arm now, Kelly says. Perhaps you can autograph the cast.
Perhaps.
Can get up.
Our bloody mortgage payments, Kelly says. You wouldn’t understand. No, you
wouldn’t, thank God for that. Would that a tornado just take you away.
Perhaps not.
Get up.
Make breakfast.
Obsessed about yourself and only yourself, nobody else.
That’s what makes you so abhorrent to the world. Nobody embraces a loser.
Nobody welcomes a woman who always frowns. Nobody wants to be around a
sourpuss. Debby Downer. At the lovely ocean, towels strewn across the effulgent,
hot beach sand, and all you can say, but what about the farmed tuna, we must save
the whales. The world has gone to pot. Brought everyone down, your whole goddamn — no fuck that, why should anyone have to act, to adopt some compulsory,
programmed, agreed-upon way to be; women are expected to be happy and helpful,
to care and encourage those around them, to not be self-absorbed and rancorous.
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Make your man steak and potatoes, watch your man’s favored football team lose,
rub your man’s shoulders after a hard day at work, suck your man’s cock and swallow the semen.
Well, fuck that.
What about your job, your career?
Make your way up. The Darkness wags that long furry butt. He wants you to
get up. You should get up. The baby shall be forever gone, regardless.
There’s so much to do, there are many good years left. Plenty of days, plenty of
years. Just another quarter of an hour more of sleep. Call yourself a naysayer. But
Eckhart Tolle, he don’t understand: now doesn’t matter, now fakes you out when
you shut your eyes.
Fuck.
Already feel the tears well beneath your eyes, the ropey knot that forms around
your esophagus. No way to wake up, no way to face the day. Mom says to close your
eyes and concentrate on breath, purely on breath: TM, she says, can completely
alter the way your neurons connect and zap each other, or as she really wants to
say: just be happy for once. Be present. Be aware. Read Eckhart Tolle. She sends
you books every week. The Road Less Traveled. Feel The Fear. The Secret. The secret
to what, exactly? Yes, you feel the fear, you really do. You feel the fear real good.
Deepak Chopra. Gary Zukav. Tony, Dale, and Jack. The long con.
Transcendental madness.
Take a look at your bad thoughts and just be aware of them, she says.
Yeah, okay, sure. Then what?
Mom told you not to cry. Does not become a young lady, she would say, to appear vulnerable and weak. But here you are, now, the power of now, and you cry.
Don’t cry, she reproved just yesterday on the phone, and she’ll repeat her mantra
today, when you talk later, perhaps after work. After a day of sleep. Another full
day of sleep, abetted by Wal-Som and vodka.
But why, mom? Why not cry? What harm can a few tears do? Perhaps they
would help, to shed some of the burden from your shoulders; your neck feels bunched up and your head’s about to collapse. What happens when your head won’t go
snap back up? One of these days…
She told you not to be shy. Go out there and conquer the world, she would tell
you. But the truth hurts worse; clearly she doesn’t want her crummy daughter to
reflect poorly on her as a mother, or as a woman. So now every day the cold scold
echo sounds across your temple: you are such a bad daughter. You are a washed out
washed up morally bankrupt tragedy of a woman. She should have aborted you.
You’re aware how unhealthy you are. You’re aware.
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You should be my advocate, mom! Not my adversary! Help me!
But alas, no.
Darkness, he loves you at least, huh? Good dog. Your best buddy, the only one who
really loves you for you. Ryan laughed when he heard the news. A dog? He laughed,
that asshole. You’re gonna get a dog? An old rescue mutt? To replace me? You gotta
feed and walk a dog, you know. You don’t even take care of yourself ! You can’t let a
dog starve or rot away, unwalked. Don’t expect me to come over and walk your dog.
Not gonna happen. A dog. That’s so sad. He feels bad for you, he says.
He doesn’t know you though, he never really knew you. He just thought he
knew you. What’s so bad about the need to take care of another creature? To feel
the need to nurture.
Last year Ryan threw you a party for your twenty-seventh. He wore oddly-large,
dark sunglasses. A lot of people showed up. Everyone danced and drank, and you
made out when you got home, and then you screwed. He came too fast, as usual, but
used other means. A fun party nonetheless.
God, no, that was three — no, four — years ago. How the days fly. One day soon.
You’ll be so old. You’ll be too old.
You should look for a doctor. Should go on new meds, maybe. Therapy, at the
very least. Become a member of some club. Enter the clergy. Bet on sports. Play
volleyball! Learn the tuba, or the bass. The drums! Buy a drum-set! Hal, from college, he played drums. He was cute, somewhat scrawny, and a complete douchebag.
He wore torn, baggy bell-bottoms from 1975 and smoked a lot of weed.
Maybe Vlad at work has weed he’ll sell you. Probably not. Any hobby, that
would do you good.
Make breakfast.
Feed The Darkness.
Am so goddamn annoyed. Am DONE. Hear that, heart? Done! Really am. You have
gotten to me, you’ve won. So leave me be!
There are other people out there, too, of course — so that’s what you hear; thousands upon thousands of people today suffer from depress— no, they use another
term, a gentler word, a contemptuous understatement, that’s what the ads say, so you
are not alone, but you are alone, you don’t care how many others there are out there,
that doesn’t help you! Open up your eyes. See the blue sky, feel the warm sun on your
cheeks and forehead. Let your arms and legs get some tan. Walk The Darkness.
“Could be worse.” That’s what they always say. Fuckers.
Crap. No way to get to work before lunch now. They already deem you a slothful
fucker who trades on her beauty and can take advantage of the system. Darkness,
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baby, do they really delude themselves? We don’t know what they all say about us when we
aren’t there? We do! We can hear them, even though they never say a word out loud! The eye
of my enemy speaks loud and clear.
You are three-one now. You cannot even utter the word. 31. Too old to be a lout
all day. You must get some help, to overcome. You can do that. Everybody else can,
why can’t?
Not completely absurd, huh? “Choose to be happy.” Your father once told you
that. But hell, he was never happy. He was the most wretched and cheerless person
ever. And now he’s dead. People who see the world that way — your way, your
father’s way — they have heart attacks before they reach forty.
That’s why your mom was such a wretch. She took all her rage out on you and
Kelly. She dumped her sadness on her daughters and let her daughters deal the
cards. Thanks, Mother.
Other people deal every day. At least you know what you have, you can acknowledge
and treat the problem. Most people don’t even know why they suffer! They just reject
that there’s a problem and plod on, sheeps to slaughter, wasted sacks of rotten
meat. But to acknowledge, own, to stand one’s ground. Do whatever you must to
keep back the demons. But do not pretend there are no demons.
Ryan had a droll sense of humor. Hal had a drum-set and a bottomless baggy of
weed. Kelly has her boys and husband. Your mother has carte blanche to nag you
constantly. Your father has peace.
Let’s say today, today won’t happen. Okay. Tomorrow you’ll get out of bed
and go to work, you’ll be a happy pretty lady and flash your teeth at men and nod
your head when your boss yells at you where were you yesterday and put your
nose down and get out those documents, lead the team status conference call, maybe
hell, even go to the gym. But today, no. Today, you cannot. What makes you pretend
tomorrow’ll even be any better?
Darkness, hold me.
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Powerball
I lie to myself all the time. But I never believe me
S.E. Hinton

SAMANTHA LIBIN, Fox News
Correspondent: What we know right
now is that, yes, it’s climbed to a billion
dollars. Just look at these lovely smiling
people behind me right now.
LIBIN: Sir, what did you get? Did
you buy your ticket?
Unidentified male: No speak English.
LIBIN: Oh, no speak English. OK.
LIBIN turns back towards the camera:
He’s just bought a ticket. He’s hoping he’s
going to win the Powerball. The camera
pans out.
LIBIN in the background: Every single person that walks into this store has
been buying tickets.
Overheard at the studio, news anchor
DAVID PEREZ: You’re more likely to
get hit by an asteroid, get a royal flush or
attacked by a shark than win the lottery.
LIBIN: We have so many hopeful
people. I’ve never seen anything like this.
A middle age woman’s voice rises above
the others. She’s waving dozens of lottery
tickets in her hand: My heart’s exploding.
I’m feeling lucky today.
LIBIN: So, David, despite the odds
there’s a lot of people still in line. Praying
for the billion-dollar dream.

***
I am a winner… Dexter Cobb imagined
his declaration as a smooth skipping stone.
He squinched his eyes, took in a deep
breath, and tossed his words, watching
them bounce across the ridged sulci of
his brain. As Dexter exhaled, a fattish
smile worked its way across his face.
He leaned into the mirror, and under
the harsh fluorescents liberated a large
blackhead before working to reshape
and refashion his doughy skin into a
winning smile, a Powerball smile.
***
The first hesitation of the world to
welcome Dexter Cobb began with the
eighteen hours his mother panted and
screamed as she worked to expel his
body from her womb. On the nineteenth
hour, he breached the vagina, pale and
plastered in a white, cheese-like substance. As the nurse wiped the thick
vernix, she noted the second hesitation.
This required quick but gentle bagging.
A tiny plastic mask and bulb-bellied attachment were put to his mouth and nose
and squeezed every few seconds, while
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she placed two thin fingers midpoint
between his nipples and depressed them
between pauses in the handheld breathing
device. As the collection of masked and
gowned professionals descended upon his
blotchy son, Dexter’s father stood in the
corner, mute. When a faint, bird-like cry
arose from the shroud of sterility, he was
unsure if he felt relief or regret.

Services, the company that managed a
collection of group homes in Upstate.
The company slogan, ‘Committed to providing life-enhancing services to the clients
we are privileged to support.’ Dexter considered himself one of the long-timers.
Around the clock, the specialists assisted
with meals, hygiene, and the administration of antiseizure, antipsychotic
and mood-stabilizing medications from
large, generic blister packs with client names inked in sharpie by the med
nurse, Alice, who poached Adderall and
Klonopin during her restocking visits.
The daily therapeutics included creams
and salves and medicated shampoos for
ringworm, jock itch, toenail fungus and
dandruff that made all twenty-two hundred square feet of 35 Rolling Meadows
smell physicochemical.

***
Dexter grew from boy to young man,
struggling, but managing to graduate high
school. At one point his father proclaimed,
You have no agency, son, and thought back
to the near tragedy of Dexter’s birth and
wondered if and what damage had been
done. He was now twenty-six and rented
month to month, a one-bedroom furnished
with hand-me-downs: an old recliner, cuttings from one his mother’s many spider
plants, a thrift store Houndstooth couch,
and an oversized, overpriced painting
from a starving artist sale at the Ramada.
‘Beautiful original oil paintings, with
spectacular mountain landscapes, ocean
scenes, and much, much more! This is a
collection of our prestigious artists! Sofasized paintings worth thousands, selling for
as low as $5,’ the commercial declared.

***
Charlie feeds the hummingbirds at 6:00 a.m.
Charlie has a snack at 11:00 a.m. Charlie
eats lunch at 2:00 p.m. Charlie eats dinner
at 6:00 p.m. Charlie washes his face at 7:15
p.m. Charlie brushes his teeth at 7:20 p.m.
Charlie showers at 7:30 p.m. Charl…
Charlie, a thirty-year-old lowfunctioning epileptic with a binge-eating
disorder, which required the cabinets
and refrigerator to be locked, blasted
into the kitchen.
Charlie showers at 7:30 p.m. Charlie
showers at 7:30 p.m.
Linda Gantt was close behind, requiring Dexter to yank Charlie’s naked body
back towards the bathroom. But Dexter
lost his grip and Charlie, slippery with

***
A handful of habilitative specialists
worked at 35 Rolling Meadows, a raddled
split-level sitting on three rows of brutalist concrete blocks. Two staff members worked the day shift, another supervised overnights for Residential Health
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soap residue, plunged to the floor. As
Charlie lay on the linoleum, Linda barked
over his naked body, ‘Your shower time is
over, bitch.’
Linda, a puffy bipolar in a persistent
state of cosmetic mania, had the temperament of a rattlesnake, the mouth of a
sailor, and a voluminous hairdo stippled
with bald patches. Dexter likened her to
a colossal, lipstick-wearing feral cat.
Tina Pethybridge, the well-sculpted
twenty-eight-year-old visually-impaired
schizo with an abundance of grooming
concerns and an unpredictable sense of
direction, was attached to Linda’s backside like a bushy suckerfish. She had one
hand on Linda’s shirttail, the other on her
long folding cane that knocked against
the floor and the wall and the door frame
with a metallic thwack.
The other person in the house, Henry
Weatherby, managed a handful of functional phobias. Collectively, the group at
35 Rolling Meadows was a carnival of
human fragility.

cashing their disability income checks
and working supported employment.
Dexter uncapped a crimped tube of
antifungal cream and worked it onto his
hands knowing that nesting inside the
fringes of the frayed white tube sock
were Charlie’s nasty toes.
‘You’re doing my feet tonight, Dexter?’
‘Yeah,’ Dexter said.
‘I hope I don’t have to take my seizure
medication. It makes me sleepy. I want
to watch the lottery drawing,’ Charlie
said.
Dexter had slid one sock on and was
working the lotion over the other calloused and crevassed heel.
‘There’s no need to stay awake, Charlie.
I know I’m a winner already.’
Charlie craned his neck, smiled wide
and threw his arms around Dexter.
***
At seven minutes after eight p.m.,
Dexter Cobb anointed himself the sole
winner of the substantial Powerball
fortune. Declaring his good blessings
were not a result of God, or his recent
Tony Robbins YouTube viewing, where
the charismatic life coach proclaimed,
‘Begin to live as though your prayers
are already answered.’ And it wasn’t a
snappy response to appease Charlie. No,
caught up in lottery fever, Dexter Cobb
had within minutes abandoned all of his
sensibilities.
Since his pre-arrival, when amniotic
fluid from his mother’s uterus splashed
onto the floral Congoleum of the family’s
blue Cape Cod, and his mother uttered

***
After the commotion, Charlie returned
to the kitchen table dressed in navy
sweatpants and a white t-shirt, appearing
more like a washed-out FBI recruit than
a mentally handicapped adult. Linda and
Tina had settled into the living room,
cackling about Charlie’s small penis.
Dexter appeared from the basement,
and Henry was nowhere to be found.
At eight o’clock the group hovered
around the kitchen for evening medications. The flock was high functioning,
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the words, ‘Oh shit, this little bastard is
coming,’ Dexter Cobb was fated to live
a forgettable life. But tonight, unlike all
other nights, he was a winner. And in the
breakfast nook, he flashed his winning
Powerball smile.

mania and steamrolled. ‘You should buy
some clothes. Your clothes are horrible.
You dress like a slob. And maybe get
your hair done. And fix your teeth. And
get a girlfriend or a hooker. Or both.
But you need a girlfriend for sure.’
Tina smiled, but at the wall.
‘Celebrate. Celebrate. Celebrate,’ Charlie
chanted. ‘Field trip. Field Trip. Food. Food.
Food.’

***
Charlie fluttered his arms like the
ruby-throated visitors at the feeder each
morning. He slipped his way out of
one of his socks, skittered across the
kitchen and into hallway yelling, ‘Winner
Winner Chicken Dinner.’ Frothy saliva
mushroomed from his lips.
Linda, always the first to investigate
any uprising, jumped to her feet with a
rip-roaring howl, and due to her sizeable
pear-shaped frame blocked Charlie, who
caromed off and then continued, a bit
off-balance.
Tina wasn’t far behind, clacking her
long cane on the floor with rat-a-tat-tat,
but moving in the opposite direction.
Charlie reached the end of the corridor and thumped on Henry’s door, but
he was not inclined to respond.

***
Inside the split-level everyone decompensated according to their pathology.
As their excitement grew, Dexter suggested the dismissal of Charlie’s seizure
medication, Linda’s lithium, and Tina’s
melatonin. To which they all agreed.
The group implored Dexter, now fully
committed to his maladjustment, to take
the facility van on a field trip, which, as
an activity, was forbidden without two
staff members and prior approval from
Resident Health Services. But those rules
didn’t apply to Dexter, a Powerball winner.
The four piled into the Econoline van
with ‘RHS ’ painted in block letters on
the rear quarter panel. Linda bounced
from seat to seat, pressing her face against
the glass, licking the windows and yelling obscenities at the others. Tina sat up
front, neatening her short-waisted dress
and plumping her hair. Charlie sat behind Dexter, chattering, despite the escalating misfire of his neurons as his
seizure threshold plunged.
As the van pulled away, leaving behind a house dark, Tina reached out for
Dexter’s hand.

***
Once Dexter had Charlie under control, Tina pointed in the right direction
and Linda abated, the trio of residents,
not to be exclusive, gathered at the
threshold of Henry’s door with surging
enthusiasm.
‘What are you going to do with the
money?’ Linda asked. Before Dexter
could answer, she booted into full-blown
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middle finger in the air, her face aglow
with a high wattage smile as the ginger
hillbilly in the driver’s seat hooted.
In the meantime, Tina, whose experience with her long cane was limited
to 35 Rolling Meadows and her ethereality such that she wouldn’t trample
young grass, had wandered off into
the night in search of a bathroom and
wrong-footed her way face down in a
thirsty creek bed, her neck askew.
As Dexter searched for Tina, Charlie
had a full-blown seizure, and though he
appeared to be sleeping, suffocated on
his vomit.
After two hours, Dexter gave up on
the search.
He arrived back at 35 Rolling Meadows with the yolk of a sun spilling onto
the horizon. Parking on a side street
half a block from the residence, he slid
the rear door open, pulled Charlie’s
limp body from the seat and carried him
around back.
Inside, Dexter lay Charlie on the bed,
covered him, and moved towards the
end of the hall where Henry appeared
in his rumpled khaki’s, glaring.
‘I called Administration,’ he said as
he rubbed his wrists. ‘I can’t believe you
did this, Dexter. Where are the others?’
Dexter nudged his way past Henry
and into the last room on the left. It
was empty. In one corner, a well-aged
recliner with the stretched wanderings
of a neglected spider plant teasing the
small patch of fabric enjoying sunlight.
Against the far wall a Houndstooth
couch, overshadowed by a large, dusty
oil painting.

***
Things unraveled soon after getting
started. Dexter had made pit-stops at
McDonald’s and Wendy’s, requests of
Charlie and Linda, where the group,
using a collection of household cash,
gorged on forty-five dollars’ worth
of fast food, and then miscarried their
meals onto the asphalt. And not long
after, a beer run, at Tina’s badgering.
She’d never drunk a day in her life. Never
been taken out to dinner. Never worn
a dress. She might have even muttered
the word date under her breath as she
held Dexter’s hand and tallied the fast
food and alcohol as her first ever adult
activities.
As the evening faded like a dying
man’s breath, the foursome worked
through a case of Heineken behind the
Sheetz, because after all, Powerball winners celebrated.
Charlie, entirely dissociated with
half-chewed McNuggets clinging to his
lip, lessened his proclamations to just,
‘Char, Char, Char.’
Linda, in a full-blown manic episode,
had taken up a conversation with a
trucker while the group drank. She told
Dexter they were going to Mohegan
Sun to gamble and get hitched. Wanted
five thousand in cash from Dexter’s
winnings, in small bills. It wasn’t long
after that Dexter saw her climb into a
Peterbilt hauling swine.
‘Send me the money you promised,’
she yelled from the cab while waving her
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He closed the door and took a deep
breath, and as police sirens tattooed the
early morning, Dexter searched the unhinged regions of his mind, stepping
in front of the dresser and putting the
mirror to his soul.
‘Winner Winner Chicken Dinner…’ he
mumbled.
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Alan Girling
on learning my first real word of japanese not
counting kimono tsunami kamikaze karaoke
sayonara sukiyaki futon sake karate origami
bonsai haiku zen and a few others
before I speak hello thank you goodbye before I make a word a phrase do its real
work bridge the ocean shift the quotidian I learn of the alien heart lodged in the
back of my throat three sharp quick bursts of frog music
ko

ko

ro
ko-ko-ro
kokoro

こころ
心
the word an experiment in the flow of foreignness bodiless and free-floating a
broken nocturnal migration across choppy waters how the sounds repel relent
gather sense how my home and native heart and land eroded reclaimed again again
aspires to quicken re-signify the world and how all my personal constellations
tremors of my body and waves from a distant shore continue to crash and ebb
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moist, casual, broken
J. H. Prynne

It was behind Helen’s Grill. It said it loved her. Then, retracted. Was Metis,
which is besides the point. She couldn’t say no. It happened again. Every
time, the same. During, it used the oil for the cruets. It watched 3-D pornos.
She clasped hands, behind its back, with its best friend. It was once in an
attic room. Its grandmother crouched on the stairs in her sari, waiting. It
was his kid brother, too. It was at the PNE. It was after eating meatball
sandwiches at a diner or behind the school’s one portable. It was because
he had black coiled hair and was from Fiji. Although, that doesn’t matter.
It was somewhat older. It was one morning as the sun, finally, scraped
them awake. It was first the nice boy, then later, drunk on Fireball, it was
its best friend. It didn’t happen again. With either. It was in its pants, then
on the sofa. It was in a back yard trailer. With him, then its big brother.
It was in a gas station toilet with a stranger. It was from the Caribbean.
Which is irrelevant. It said it couldn’t help her. It was a boy wearing a mac
jacket. It was a boy with an unpronounceable last name who listened to the
Scorpions. It was a co-worker who cooked fries with her in a greasy, fast
vat. It was a creepy man at the bus stop who gave her a mystery to drink.
When she opened her eyes, it was telling her to open wider. Never did she
see it again. It was a shy boy. It was a guy who operated the Tilt-a-Whirl.
It was a gay man whose brother she really adored instead. It happened
again. For over five years it happened and it felt nothing much. Then it
was the weed advocate. It was the elementary school crush. It was the man
who later blew part of his face off over another lost love. Fortunately then.
A wild poet stole her away in the night. It was glorious for a long time.
7 years. The body finally learning. The body learned so much but then
thought, thoughtlessly, to dismiss. It went for a street boy. It went for a
quick tongue in the bushes. It went for a man who made small songs with
her from climaxes. It went for various characters at a salon: the pedophiliac
door man, the hyper saxophonist and his taciturn bandmate, two men who
played bongos. It went for a man with a nose ring who told her he liked her
“grill.” Most of all, it went for Frank. (only the dead get names). It was
not sex in the way sex had been. It was poem-sex. It was sex turning into
art. Right then and there. It happened again. In between, it had his Russian
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dealer from Montreal; it had a man whose totem creature was a squid; it
had a man whose cock was too generous by far. Then, it found the man
who had never had anyone else. Though now saying his name seems moot.
It still had Frank, but suddenly, he was dead. It reveled in the everything
of the other, the everyday man who made music with her though it was
wrecked. It wept too much. It rose against the only one who was ever hers
and moaned with hope. Still, it knew fear. It was no clear demarcations. So
it had lip spike, and blond mop and two Mexican boys on a July beach. It
had a man who gave her a few form poems and a man who took her back
to medieval times in Taksim Square and when they made love (for it was
this, regardless) he picked leaves from her hair and nearly, this ruined her.
And it all. It had the blond one again. It had a scholar of social justice.
It had her beloved so much more though that when death occurred, it
slathered herself in the ashes. Was guilt and could no longer adore. It was
overwhelmed. It didn’t go out at all. After a time it had a guitarist who
kept rabbits and a tutor who longed for only Asian students. It had the
book collector who it lived with and who eventually beat her up. 4 years
of gradual detachment. It was bad at being a possession for what it could
not feel. It happened again. It had her lost love’s childhood friend. It had
her best friend as an experiment. It had her now former best friend’s once
boyfriend. It had the old poet, in certain ways, to make him happy. It had
the comedian of the rez. Then, it was poems in the shape of a man once
more. Hunger, utter. The body attending, again. Risk, indifferent to all. So
even though it had the model and the EDM creator and even several onenighters from online sites dedicated to fishing, it was always him it wanted
for desire. And words. And crazy ineffable adventures. It happened again.
It happened again. She wanted it to happen always. Unto death, strangely.
But it ruptured. Abrupt, an almost-devastation. Of course it went rampant
then. Straining to replace. It had a random biker; it had an electrician;
it had the trucker; it had the stunt man. It even had a few academics. It
had the dead beloved’s Doppelganger as if something would be, at last,
assuaged. And then, it stood in the doorway and somehow embraced a man
who was none of these. It said, now. And it wanted to stop (but didn’t. yet).
Counting.
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Mikayla Meyers
My Daughter Is in Love with Bones
My daughter is fascinated by bones;
she knows where the Clavicle is,
and the Sternum.
My daughter is in love with bones;
she likes to lift up her shirt and suck her
belly in so she can see the gaping mouth
of her rib cage,
always desolate and bored,
empty, hollow.
My daughter told me we have 24 ribs;
if we had 22 we could bend all the way in half,
and just think what we could do with that.
My daughter caresses her bones;
her digits, her Distal Phalanx
running along her Femur,
flitting across her shy Manubrium Sterni,
racing her saliva into the pit of her throat
to see who touches the Hyoid Bone first.
My daughter likes to pretend that she’s a stegosaurus;
when she bends forwards as a hunchback,
she is proud of her fan of
Cervical Vertebrae, Thoracic Vertebrae, Lumbar Vertebrae,
all akin to fingers chopped in half
as they reached for the skyreached for food.
My daughter can trigger the Patellar Reflex;
and the Gag Reflex.
My daughter knows every hip piece;
how they fit just as the ghost
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of a 50-piece puzzle on our living room floorthe Sacrum fits inside the Ilium,
below the Sacrum is the Coccyx,
farther beyond that, the Pubis.
My daughter knows how they fit;
so she wants to take them apart
and put them back together,
bend the pieces, break the pieces,
to fit as she likes.
My daughter takes pictures of her bones;
flash embraces the frame her peachy skin is laced over,
when she smiles in the mirror, her Incisors sigh back,
tired, rusted, corroded.
My daughter makes sweet love to her bones;
she likes to hang them up, dust them off,
make them pop with shading - contour,
and when she shows them off,
others make love to her bones as well.
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Daniel Bennett
Days Without News
The phones stopped ringing weeks ago
and the cats have died, and spores
infect the vines. I offer mornings
to the garden, exhuming oyster shells,
bottle shards, a Sten gun, a human skull.
This I keep, arranging it in the shed,
on a shelf above the workbench,
with cutters, pliers, grey tennis balls,
the laptop with its circuits burned:
all the junk. It’s good company
for hours spent watching mould increase,
those orange globes burst on wet pine
and there is no way to treat them.
Done with work, I kick a football
against the farmhouse wall, lose my breath,
smoke cigarettes and consider what’s passed.
This quiet time, when what is happening
waits to be revealed, stretches, warps,
becomes a whole life. I’m old, incomplete,
occasionally invisible. You’re asleep,
but would not know me if you’d wake.
In the kitchen, under bare strip light,
I tinker with a bike jacked up on bricks,
the grimy tools, the yellow newspaper.
Nowhere to ride to, no oil at all.
The last of the whiskey ends the day:
it’s the best entertainment. I fear dreams,
fear waking. I turn the lights off and wait
for the pattern of stars to spell the news.
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Robert Keeler
The Blind IRS Tax Examiner
At my recent federal audit
the blind IRS tax examiner
demands a specific receipt
from my document box—
detailing our business travel
to and from home and work—
whips it out of my left hand
and thrusts it into
his high-powered, brilliantly-lighted
magnifying device.
Fifty-thousand years ago
his precious flawed
body would have been
explicitly left out
at night
as a gift
for marauding predatory cats.
And of course genus
Homo didn’t have any
income tax back then
or really anything
except fear and hunger
darkness and vermin.
So perhaps the blind IRS tax examiner’s
high-powered, brilliantly-lighted
magnifying device
could have helped
those Homos at dusk
to start their cooking-fires,
or to examine their skins for lice,
or even assist some schoolchildren
to finish their algebra homework.
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Erik Fuhrer
Arbor Day Apocalypse
I first saw you in the arms of the apocalypse
You had squirrels in your hair and mice on your wrists
You were the perfect poison
The apocalypse walked in the gutters as you padded along the street
The apocalypse drank a shot of Jameson neat and chased it with a beer
as you replaced the wallet it had stolen from you with a vase of flowers
For your birthday the apocalypse bought you a vinyl copy of Yellow Submarine
The apocalypse left you on Arbor Day after reading your childhood copy of The Lorax
and you sang “all you need is love” so loud the squirrels and mice left you as well
clambering up the bark of the trees just outside your window
where you and the apocalypse used to sit on the swing set counting scars
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Meatless
Poems with meat in them should not be written
they will only attract the apocalypse
Poems with stars in them have already been written
and now this is another one of those poems
If a poem is going to love something
it better be a villanelle
This poem loves the apocalypse
It is not a villanelle
If the apocalypse wrote a poem
it would spill its heart out
and use the word starlight
This poem prefers moonlight
but it will not argue with the apocalypse over beauty
This poem is a hymn
a siren
a (make it strange!) tooth
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Exhaustion
This poem is tired of poems about the apocalypse
The apocalypse is banished from this poem
This is not a political act
This poem is not available for a statement
This poem is tucked away safely in your pocket
Forgive the heavy smell of pecans and smoke
this poem has not bathed in a week
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Charlie Baylis

A Review of Kingdomland
by Rachael Allen
Beneath the bright tangerine cover of Rachael Allen’s debut collection lies a dark,
swirling nightmare. The violence is full blooded: murder, sexual assault, slaughtered livestock, forests on fire. All freshly nailed to the white page with the macabre
appeal of a horror film. The darkness is occasionally lightened by the flash of a
surreal twist: an octopus walking on land, a fork twanging into a tree. However
on closer inspection these moments betray the worrying level of unpredictability
at play, a fear that anything could happen, and that this anything will not be kind
or gentle. The harshness of Kingdomland makes it a difficult read but is also its
strength, there can be no doubting the power of the poetry, nor the intensity of
the voice behind it.
Allen has a knack for precisely calibrated, impactful lines. The elegant ‘summer
streams through the trees like a long blond hair’ from Prawns of Joe meets a gory
antithesis in Seer’s ‘I grate flesh into garlanded toilet water’. The collection features
many mind spinning visuals, my favourite coming in the prose poem The Girl of
Situations: ‘mother folding tumble dryer tubes next to the sleeping baby while detergent wends through her arteria’, where the delightfully strange idea of a human
body working as a kitchen appliance, granules of detergent wizzing round veins
mixes into deeper levels of suicide by poisoning or domestication. To conjure such
an ingenious metaphor is remarkable, but to conjure up such metaphors again and
again, as Allen does, is astounding.
The title poem is one of only two that Allen retains from her 2014 Faber new
poets pamphlet, which is perhaps due to their suitability to the full collections’
darker tone. In the pamphlet the poem Kingdomland was preceded by an epigraph
from Garcia Lorca’s The Moon Appears:
At the rise of the moon
bells fade out
and impassable paths
appear.
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the breathy assonance of the impassible path is recast in Allen’s enigmatic opening
lines:
The dark village sits on the crooked hill.
There is a plot of impassible paths towards it,
impassible paths overcome with bees
These blocked paths lead to a shut off village which no one can visit, which no one
can leave, unless they have some way of navigating the impassible. The name of
the village implies the patriarchal but could also point to its backwardness, since the
last time England had a king was 1952. The village also has a wicker-man, a poor
library and a man ‘who sells peacock feathers on the roundabout’. Allen’s intimate
knowledge of the place suggests these are, as teenagers might say, her ends or to put
it more logically, her beginnings. Allen elaborates on the idea of an impassible path
in an essay on the poet Jenny George: “Lorca’s paradoxical impassable paths always
give me pause; surely what makes a path a path is its inherent passibility? If a path
is built so that a route may exist through an otherwise impassable landscape, an
impassable path lacks a certain kind of reason”. To escape from the village would be
to defeat logic, to do the impossible, and yet this is what Allen has done. Kingdomland,
not only in this poem, is the voice of an adult returning to what they have previously
left behind, to see that it is still there, altered, but not completely erased.
Jenny George is an interesting contemporary reference point for Allen. The
poets share an emphasis on rural settings, but their most obvious common ground
is their brutal descriptions of animal slaughter. Their work is to a certain extent
invested in eco-poetics, not that they are explicitly activists for vegetarianism, but
it would be weird to be reading along whilst eating a bag of pork scratchings.
Indeed, both poets are particularly fond of pigs. In George’s poem Vaudeville the
hanging pig carcasses are compared to coats:
The pigs hang in rows like pink overcoats.
Their slaughter is fresh, a rosy blush—
as if chorus girls have only just
stepped out of them,
leaving the empty garments
swaying on their hooks
whereas in Allen’s Porcine Armour Thyroid she inhabits the pig’s body:
I am a gland, the smooth opal gland
of a pig, who is bubbly with glands
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and the glands torn open in this pig’s
shorn neck look like droplets of sperm
on the end of your glans.
The repetition of gland or glands quickly becomes sickening, it is used ten times
in the poem along with the clever slip to the anatomical noun glans. The speakers
of these poems look serenely into the violence of their surroundings, not overawed
or shy about what it is they are describing, like a Jenny Saville painting, happy to
be discomfiting and confrontational, either forcing the reader to look away, or into
a deeper questioning of their relationship to what they are reading.
The poem Cravendale, which comes directly after Porcine Amour Thyroid, considers
cows waiting in line to be milked. It seems to loosely echo Ted Hughes’ Full Moon
and Little Freida expunging the father-daughter fondness and focusing on the cows
‘stinking path up to the freezer / further up still from the abattoir.’ The poem shows
the strangeness of the herd walking silently, obediently, to the milking parlour and
giving their milk to machines, not to their calves, which leads to the observation
‘no cow is really a mother.’ In this setting the male of the species is useless, or only
necessary for reproductive purposes, whereas the female is enslaved. The cows, in
some way, are a reflection of the human world just as the humans in Allen’s poems
exhibit animal qualities, or failings.
Taken as a whole Kingdomland is a great success, it is a serious work, unflinching
in its examination of contemporary displacements and concerns, written with a fury
which rushes off the page unconcerned with potential collisions. Kingdomland places
Allen at the forefront of an exciting group of young poets with plenty to look forward
as the years unfold.
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